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0. INTRODUCTION 
ISOPERIMETRIC inequalities for Riemannian manifolds relate the length of null-homotopic 
loops to the area of the discs which they bound. There is a corresponding notion of an 
isoperimetric inequality for a finitely presented group; such an inequality measures the 
complexity of the word problem by giving a bound on the number of relators which one 
must apply in order to show that a word in the given generators is null-homotopic, i.e. 
represents the identity element in the group. The bound is given in terms of the length of the 
null-homotopic word and by taking the optimal bound for all null-homotopic words of 
length at most n one obtains a function N + N known as the Dehn function of the 
presentation. 
Dehn functions can also be interpreted in terms of the combinatorial area of planar 
diagrams which portray the scheme by which one shows that a word is null-homotopic 
(so-called van Kampen diagrams-see Section 1). Via this geometric interpretation one can 
show that the isoperimetric function of a compact Riemannian manifold is 1: equivalent o 
the Dehn function of any finite presentation of its fundamental group (cf. [16]), where 
N denotes the equivalence relation on functions !R+ + Iw+ generated by quasi-Lipschitz 
distortions of the domain and the range (see Section 1). In particular, the Dehn functions 
associated to different finite presentations of a given group are N equivalent (cf. Cl]). 
It has recently been established, as the result of efforts by a number of authors 
[ 16,3, lo], that there exist sequences of finitely presented groups { lYk > such that the Dehn 
function of rk is (up to N equivalence) polynomial of degree k. (There also exist groups 
whose Dehn functions are of the form f(n) N n’, where r is a non-integer [7].) Thus far, the 
most comprehensive result in this direction has been the classification, by the author and 
Gersten [9], of the Dehn functions of the fundamental groups of all n-torus bundle over the 
circle Z” >Q Z. 
MAIN THEOREM. The Dehn function for anyjnite presentatipn of a semidirect product of 
the form A >Q~ F, with A a jinitely generated abelian group and F a finitely generated free 
group, is 1: equivalent to either a polynomial or an exponential function. 
The action of F on A via Y induces an action on A modulo its torsion subgroup and hence 
a representation p : F + Cl,(Z), where m = rkz A. The Dehn function of A =y F is polynomial 
ifand only ifthere exists a subgroup ofJinite index F’ c F such that p(F’) E Gl,(Z) consists 
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entirely of unipotent elements; the degree of the polynomial is then d, where 
d - 2 = A(imY):= max(rlN,N, . . . N, # Ofor some I + N,E~(F’)}. 
In particular, 
d < rkzA + 1. 
The deduction in the final sentence of the above theorem is an easy consequence of the 
following classical result of Kolchin (see [ 18,§ 5.73): if V is a finite dimensional vector space 
(over any field) and r E Gl( V) is a subgroup consisting entirely of unipotent elements, then 
there exists a coordinate system for V with respect to which all elements of r are 
upper-triangular. 
In light of our opening remarks, our Main Theorem can be used to calculate the 
2: equivalence class of the isoperimetric function for any n-torus bundle over a compact 
base manifold B for which x1 B is free and x2 B is trivial-for example, B = #,S’ x S’ with 
r > 3. Further geometric information of this kind can be gleaned from Corollary 4.4 below 
which implies that the description for the Dehn function of A ><I F given in the Main 
Theorem serves as an upper bound on the Dehn functions of similar semidirect products 
with much weaker hypotheses on F; in particular, it suffices to assume that F is the 
fundamental group of a compact non-positively curved manifold. 
The most successful technique that has been developed for establishing upper bounds on 
Dehn functions comes from the study of normal forms from the geometric viewpoint of 
combings [S, 111. We shall adopt this approach here. In general, the task of obtaining lower 
bounds on Dehn functions seems to be a more delicate matter and has led to the 
development of interesting new (co)homological and diagrammatic techniques [12,2, 16,3, 
10,9]. In this article we shall obtain lower bounds by exploiting the notion of a t-corridor 
introduced in [9]. The resulting diagrammatic arguments (which are considerably more 
subtle than those in [9]) essentially reduce the calculation of lower bounds for the Dehn 
functions of semidirect products Z” x F to the task of relating the norm of each element 
ME im(F + Cl,(Z)) to the length of the shortest word in its preimage. An explicit descrip- 
tion of this relationship is developed in Section 3 and we feel that this may be of some 
independent interest. 
1. DEHN FUNCTIONS AND VAN KAMPEN DIAGRAMS 
Let B = (_QZ 192) be a finite presentation for the group r. We assume that %’ is 
symmetrized [17]. A word w in the generators and their inverses represents the identity 
element in r if and only if it satisfies an equation of the form w = n 9; 1 rigi in the free group 
F(d), where ri E R. Isoperimetric inequalities give bounds on the number of factors in 
a minimal such expression; these bounds are given in terms of 1 w 1, the length of w. It is 
convenient o reformulate this situation in more geometric language. 
According to van Kampen’s lemma (see [17]) the above expression for w can be 
portrayed by a finite, oriented, planar, combinatorial 2-complex with basepoint. This 
complex is called a van Kampen diagram for w. The oriented l-cells of this complex are 
labelled by elements of d and their inverses, the boundary label on each face of the 
2-complex (read with positive orientation) is an element of 9, and the boundary cycle of the 
complex (read with positive orientation from the basepoint) is the word w. The number of 
2-cells in the complex is equal to the number of factors in the given equation for w. 
Conversely, any van Kampen diagram gives rise to an equality in F(d) showing that the 
word labelling the boundary cycle of the diagram represents the identity in I-. A van 
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Kampen diagram for w is said to be minimal if it has the least number of 2-cells among all 
van Kampen diagrams for w. (See [9] for a more detailed treatment.) 
Definition. If P is a finite presentation for the group I, then for every word w in the 
generators and their inverses which represents the identity element in I we let Area(w) 
denote the number of 2-cells in a minimal van Kampen diagram for w. We define the Dehn 
function f: f+J + N of B by 
f(n) = max Area(w). 
lw(6n 
If S is another finite presentation for I with Dehn function g, then there exist positive 
constants A, B, C, D, E so that 
g(n) 6 Af(Bn + C) + Dn + E (*) 
for all n > 0 [l]. Note that if f grows at least linearly (as will be the case with the Dehn 
functions considered in this article), then one can dispense with the constants D and E. This 
motivates a notion of equivalence of functions which we now recall. 
In general, given f; g: N + N, we write g <fif there exist positive constants A, B, C so 
that (*) above holds with D = E = 0. We write f= g if, in addition, f$ g. It is easily ver%ied 
that this is an equivalence relation. In this article we shall follow common practice by 
speaking of “the Dehn function of the group I”, with the understanding that this is only 
defined up to ‘v equivalence. 
Remark. There is some confusion in the literature concerning the use of the terms Dehn 
function and isoperimetric function. The convention which we have adopted seems to be 
increasingly standard, but differs from that of [ll, 51. 
Definition. Let A be a van Kampen diagram. The thin part of dA is the closure of those 
l-cells which do not lie in the boundary of any 2-cell in A. The thick part of aA is the closure 
of the complement of the thin part. 
Recall that the Cayley graph %( I, d) of I with respect o the fixed generating set _M’ is 
the graph which has vertex set I and which has an oriented edge labelled a joining y to ya 
for every YE I and every a E@‘. The identity element gives a natural basepoint for this 
graph. Notice that if A is a van Kampen for w then there is a unique basepoint- and 
label-preserving map from the l-skeleton of A to %‘(I, &); we shall denote this map 4*. 
In Section 5 we shall obtain lower bounds on the area of minimal van Kampen diagrams 
by establishing the existence of large subdiagrams of the following type. 
Let PO = (&,I 3?,,) be a finite presentation for the group G and let F be a free group 
with generators t, , . . . , t,. Given a homomorphism Y: F + Aut(G) one can form the 
semidirect product I = G xy F which has presentation PP1 = (d,,, tl , . . . , t, 1 a), where 
W consists of the words %‘o together with n 1 do 1 relators tjait_,’ 1 Wi,j, where UiE do and 
wi,jE F(dO) is a word representing ‘I’(tj)(Ui)-‘. 
For the remainder of this section we fix 9i and I as above and denote the quotient map 
I-=Gxl,F+Fbyn. 
Dejnition. Let A be a van Kampen diagram for the presentation .Y1. A tj-corridor in A is 
a subdiagram E s A together with a map C: [0, l] x [0, 1) + E with the following proper- 
ties: 
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(1) ClcO, iJX(,,, i) is a homeomorphism onto its image. 
(2) C-‘(E(O)) = {(k/n,@lk =O, l,..., n; 6 =O, l}uS,x{O}, where SE c [0, l] is 
a finite set of points. 
(3) C- ‘(E”‘) consists of [0, l] x (0, l} together with the line segments {ot 1 k = 0,. . . , n> 
joining (k/n, 0) to (k/n, 1). 
(4) Each of the directed l-cells C(a,) c E is labelled tj. 
(5) E is not properly contained in any subdiagram E’ E A for which there exists a map 
C’ : [0, l] x [0, l] + E’ satisfying conditions (l)-(4). 
Remark. In order to obtain a clearer understanding of the preceding definition the 
reader may wish to draw a picture of the domain of C. This is simply the unit square 
subdivided with a finite number of equally spaced vertical lines (each to be labelled tj) and 
a finite number of additional vertices on the bottom side. 
The directed l-cell C(a,) is called the beginning of C and C(a,) is called the end of C. The 
directed edge-paths Cl,,, i, X o and Cl,,, i1 X 1 are called the bottom side and top side of C, 
respectively. An important point to note, as we shall see in Section 5, is that the number of 
2-cells in a tj-corridor is equal to the number of l-cells on its top side. Note also that the 
l-cells of E other than the C(o,) are labelled by generators from do. 
The argument of [9, 1.11 establishes the following. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let A be a van Kampen diagram over the presentation PI. Let E be a directed 
positively oriented l-cell in the thick part of aA, suppose that E is labelled tj, and let IE be the 
initial vertex ofs. Z~TT(~~(~E)) = hE F then 
(1) there exists a (unique) tj-corridor C: [0, 1) x [0, l] + E E A beginning at E; 
(2) the end of C lies in the thick part of aA, is labelled tj and is oriented in the negative 
direction relative to aA; 
(3) ifthe vertex v E E lies on the bottom (resp. the top) of C then nda(v) = h (resp. = htj); 
(4) the intersection of C with any other &-corridor (k = 1, . . . , n) in A is completely 
contained in either the top or the bottom of C. 
2. REDUCTION OF THE PROBLEM 
In this section we shall reduce the proof of the Main Theorem to the consideration of 
two special cases: 
(1) r = Z” ><I~ F and there exists w E F such that 
II wdk II = zk 
(where II.II denotes any norm on Cl,(Z)). 
(2) r = Z” =uQyr F and im Y G S,,,(Z) is unipotent. 
We recall that any group r with a given finite set of semigroup generators d = d-i 
can be viewed as a metric space with the following left-invariant metric: 
dJy, y’) = min(lw1 IW = y-iy’, wed*} 
where Iw ( denotes the length of a word w in the free monoid on d, and W denotes the image 
of w under the evaluation map d* ++ r. 
It is easy to check (see e.g. [14]) that if two finitely generated groups ri and r2 are 
commensurable, or if Tz is the quotient of l-i by a finite normal subgroup, then, for any 
choice of finite generating sets &i and dz, the metric spaces (r,, dd,) and (r,, d,) are 
quasi-isometric in the following sense. 
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Definition. The metric spaces (X, d) and (X’, d’) are quasi-isometric if there exists a map 
f: X + X’ and a constant K such that for every x’EX’ there exists XEX with 
d’( f( x), x’) < K, and 
for all x, y E X. 
; d(x, Y) - K G d’(S(%f(y)) d Kd(x, Y) + K 
Alonso showed that the Dehn functions of quasi-isometric groups are N equivalent 
[ 11, Therefore, quotienting A by its torsion subgroup, we can reduce the proof of the Main 
Theorem to the case I = Z” >Q F. It is easy to show that if ME G&,,(Z) has an eigenvalue 
3, with Iill > 1 then 1) Mk 11 N A’ N 2k (see e.g. [9]). S o, in order to make the desired reduction 
it suffices to prove the following proposition. 
Recall that a subgroup of GI,( W) is said to be unipotent if all its elements are of the form 
I + N with N” = 0. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. A subgroup of Gl,(Z) either contains an element with an eigenvalue of 
absolute value > 1, or else it contains a unipotent subgroup ofjinite index. 
In the proof of Proposition 2.1 we shall need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2.2. If L is a discrete subring of 62, then there exists an integer N = N(L, m) such 
that if all of the eigenvalues of M E Gl,(L) lie on the unit circle then they are Nth roots of unity. 
Proof. Let P(m) E L[x] be the set of those manic polynomials of degree at most 
m whose roots all lie on the unit circle. Since the coefficients of a manic polynomial are (up 
to sign) elementary symmetric functions of its roots, there is a uniform bound on the 
absolute value of the coefficients of the polynomials in P(m). The discreteness of L then 
implies that P(m) is finite. Let C(L, m) denote the set of complex numbers which occur as 
eigenvalues of some element of P(m); let N denote the factorial of the cardinality of this set. 
If the characteristic polynomial of M E G&,,(L) lies in P(m) then so does that of Mk for all 
k~ IV. So if p is an eigenvalue of M then pk~C(L, m) for all ke N. Hence $’ = 1. 0 
Proof of Proposition 2.1. Let G be any subgroup of G&,,(H). If ME G then, since 
ldet M I = 1, either M has an eigenvalue of absolute value bigger than 1, or else all the 
eigenvalues of M lie on the unit circle. Suppose that G consists entirely of elements of the 
latter type, and let N = N(Z, m) be the integer yielded by Lemma 2.2. The irreducible 
factors in the minimal polynomial of each MEG divide xN - 1, so M satisfies 
(MN - 1)” = 0. Hence every element in the Zariski closure G of G also satisfies this identity. 
But, since the possible eigenvalues of M form a discrete set, the only eigenvalue of any 
element in the component of the identity of G is 1. The intersection of this component with 
G is the desired unipotent subgroup of finite index [4]. 0 
3. GROWTH IN FINITELY GENERATED MATRIX GROUPS 
Let I E S&,,(Z) be a unipotent subgroup generated as a semigroup by finitely many 
elements YZ = (X1,. . . , X,}, where C = Z-i and Xi = I + Ni with NY = 0. Consider the 
supremum norm 11 A II = max{ Iaijl} on Mat,(R). In this section we shall explore the 
relationship between the norm of y E I and its distance from the identity in the word metric 
TOP 34/3-E 
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associated to x. We shall see that the invariant which governs this relationship is 
A(I):= max{re N 1 b/i(l) . . . N{(r) # 0; for some I + Ni(j)EX}. 
By considering cyclic subgroups, one sees immediately that this is not an invariant of the 
abstract isomorphism type of I, but it is independent of the choice of generating set 
x (Corollary 3.2), and hence is an invariant of I E SZ,(;Z). 
Remark. The theorem of Kolchin to which we referred in the introduction guarantees 
that A(I) d m. Notice that in general A(I) + 1 may be greater than 
min (I 1 (y - I)’ = Otry E l-1, as the following example shows. This example was shown to 
me by Domingo Toledo. 
Consider the group I = { y(a, b, c) ( a, b, c E H}, where 
y(a, b, c) = . o o 1 _ a 
This is a subgroup of the Sdimensional Heisenberg roup; it is nilpotent of class 2, and 
(y - I)’ = 0 for all y E I. However, A(I) + 1 = 3. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let r G S&,,(E) be a unipotent subgroup with finite generating set 
C = C- ’ E r, let l(y) denote the distance of y E r from the identity in the corresponding word 
metric, and let A(I) be the integer dejned above. Then 
(i) there exists a constant K > 0 such that jJ y 1) < Kl(y)“‘r)for all y E r; 
(ii) there exists a sequence of elements (y,) G r and constants a, K’ > 0 such that 
l(y,) < an and 11 yn 11 2 K’nACr). 
Proof For the duration of the proof we shall write 1 in place of A(r). We begin by 
proving (i). We fix a positive integer c such that each of the r-fold products Ni(i>, .. , , Nil,), 
with 1 < r < I and I + JVicj,EE, has norm at most c. We claim that K = (A + 1)c has the 
desired property. To see this, suppose n = l(y) and consider the equation 
Y = i I + N,(j) 
j=l 
= I + i Ni(j) + C Ni(j)Ni(j') + ‘*’ + 1 Ni(j,) ... Ni(j.). 
j= 1 j<j' j,<...<j, 
Taking norms, we have 
IIYII < 1 +cn+c(;>+...+c(I) 
< (2 + 1)cn” = Kn”. 
The estimate required for (ii) is much more subtle. We consider the set Q! of all words 
U = Xi’(l) ... Xi’(z) in the free monoid on C = {X,> with the property that I-l,“=, Nitcjj # 0. 
(AS always, Nj = Xj - I.) It may be that for somej we have Xi’(j) = Xi’(j+ i), and in order to 
take account of this we rewrite the above word in the form U = X$i, . . . X&, with 
i(j) # i(j + 1) for all j, and C vj = 1. (Recall that the Xk are semigroup generators, so we 
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need only consider positive exponents qj.) We list the exponents ‘lj of U in descending order: 
q(l, 1) = 1(1,2) = .** = ~(1,Mr) > q(2,l) = *.. = q(2,Mz) > . . . . 
We shall denote the successive distinct values in this list by mi := ~(i, 1); thus Mi is the 
number of occurrences of mi. (Define mi = Mi = 0 if there is no ~(i, l).) 
Now we fix a specific choice of U E 4?/ subject o the following recursively defined criteria: 
R(1): m, is maximal (among all U E %). 
R(1)‘: Ml is maximal subject to R( 1). 
R(s): m, is maximal subject to R(j) and R(j)‘, 1 6 j < s - 1. 
R(s)‘: M, is maximal subject to R(s). 
This is a finite list of conditions (s < A). We fix U := X?ir, . . . X$,, chosen according to 
these criteria, and let s denote the number of,distinct values vi, 
Next, we fix constants p1 $ pZ B ... % pS, whose values will presently be determined 
more precisely. The elements yn E I’ required for the proof of (ii) are 
Yn := fi _yyp) 
j=l 
wherep(j):= ~~~{pr,... , ps} if and only if Y]j = mk. We must show that (for suitably chosen 
constants pk) the norm of y,, is bounded below by K’n”, for some constant K’. This will 
suffice, since l(y,) G nCf= 1 PimiMi. We write u in place of the constant If= IpimiMi. The 
constant c defined in the third sentence of this proof will also figure in the following 
calculations. 
The idea of these calculations is to show that if one chooses the constants pi so that 
pi+ r/pi is sufficiently large, for all i, then the behaviour of (1 y,, 11 as q -+ cc is entirely 
governed by the behaviour of the coefficient of the term N’(,‘,, .. . Nti;,) in the expansion of yn. 
This coefficient is (asymptotically) a polynomial of degree 1 = A(f). We adopt the conven- 
tion Ni:= I. 
The right-hand side of the equation 
Yn = ~ (I + Ni(j))“~‘P’j’ (1) 
j= 1 
can be decomposed into the sum of those terms of the form Nrir, . . . N$;;, with ei > 0 and 
Z ei < II, and those terms of the form N:(r) . . . N$;;, with C ei = A. We denote the first sum by 
A(O) and the second by B(0). 
There are I(yJ < an factors (I + NJ on the right-hand side of(l), and each summand of 
A(0) results from a choice of < A - 1 of them to contribute non-trivially to the product 
NP’ r(l) . . . N$,. Thus A(0) contains < ( nY”,) < (an)“- ’ summands, and hence 
II A(O) II < c(an)“-‘. (2) 
The desired estimate on IIB(O)lI requires a finer analysis. We wish to estimate the 
coefficient of each non-zero term 15 = Ne* 1(1) . .. N$,j, with Cei = A, resulting from (1). The 
estimate which we shall obtain gives a lower bound which is a polynomial of degree 1 in n. 
Notice that by R(1) we have that all ei are at most ml and there are at most Ml occurrences 
of m,. 
The coefficient of N = NP1 ,C1j .. . NFi,;;, in the expansion of (1) is 
B(N) = ,pl (yy) = jIl ,rIk (yy). 
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In order to simplify the notation we define 
7&(N):= I-I nT,Pk . 
v,=m ( ) J 
Hence b(S) = niZ1 (x,(N)). 
We decompose B(0) into the sum of those terms for which ej = ml whenever qj = ml, 
and those terms for which ej < ml for some j with qj = ml. We denote these sums by B(1) 
and A(l), respectively. We shall show that, in a sense which we make precise, A(1) is 
insignificant when compared to B(1). This involves several easy estimates involving bi- 
nomial coefficients, such as (g) < ub and (7) 2 nb(:) which we shall use without further 
comment. 
For each product N+ that contributes to B(1) we have 
Furthermore (assuming all pi > 2) we have that 
Hence 
/?(N+) B p;II”lnA. (3) 
On the other hand, if N_ contributes to A(1) then, by definition, ej < ml for some 
qj = ml. Thus, 
And since m2 > mk for all k > 2, and p2 > Pk for all k > 2, we 
crude) estimate: 
(4) 
have the following (rather 
(5) 
For this last inequality we have used the fact that I;= 1 ej = 1 and the sum of those ej with 
qj = ml is less than mlM, because E_ is a summand of A(1). Combining (4) and (5) we 
obtain 
/I(K) < (mlpl)m1M1-1(m2p2)A+1-m1M~n~. 
We combine this estimate with the fact that the norm of every product of the form 
Ni(l, *** Nit,) is bounded by c and there are at most g1 non-zero products of this form, where 
g is the cardinality of our fixed set of semigroup generators Z. 
IIA(l)JI G (mlpl)m1M1-1(m2p2)A+1-m1M1n’. (6) 
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We now see the importance of choosing p1 and pz so that PI/p2 is large. For (compare (6) 
and (3)) by choosing suitable p1 and pz we may assume that 
IIA(f)II G lo-“B(fi+) (El) 
for every product N+ that contributes to B(1). 
The next stage of the proof involves iterating the preceding argument so as to decom- 
pose B( 1) into a “significant” sum, B(2), and an “insignificant” sum A(2). More precisely, the 
products N&;‘,, . . . N$,;;, contributing to B(1) (i.e. for which ej = ml, whenever /j = ml) are 
divided into those for which ej = m2 whenever ‘lj = m2, and those for which ej < m2 for 
some j such that nj = m2. We denote the sum of terms of the first type by B(2), and the sum 
of terms of the second type by A(2). 
Arguing as in the case of B(1) and A(1) we obtain the following inequalities (cf. (3) 
and (6)): 
I@+) 2 711 G7+)712W+) 
for every product 15, that contributes to B(2); and 
( ) 
Ml 
II A2 II G nyl (m2p2)m2M2-~(m3p3)~+l-m~MI-m2M2nl-mz~zn~-m~~~~ 
Thus, if we choose p2 and p3 so as to ensure that p2/p3 is sufficiently large, then 
IlAP) G lo-sm+) 
for every product Ni(l) . . . Ni(,, that contributes to B(2). 
Proceeding in this manner, one decomposes B(2) into B(3) and A(3) so that 
(E2) 
for every product Ni(l) . . . Nit,) that contributes to B(3), whereas 
IIA(3)(I < ( n:fl)M1 ( nz:2)M’ (m3p3)nsMJ-l(m4p4)A+1-~:mIM’nA-~:miMI. 
Again, by choosing p3 and p4 so that p3/p4 is large we can ensure that 
IIA(3)ll G 10-“P(N+) 
for all products 15, that contribute to B(3). 
@3) 
We repeat this process 
Nlf,, . . . N&, with coefficient 
until we reach B(s). This contains a single term, namely 
(7) 
At this stage we have succeeded in rewriting (1) as 
yn = I + A(0) + A(1) + ... + A(s) + B(s) 
where B(s) is as described above. The inequalities (E,) yield 
II A(q) II G lo-“II B(s) II 
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for q = l,..., s. Inequality (2) yields this same relation for q = 0 when n is sufficiently large, 
because (1 B(s) )I is bounded below by a polynomial of degree ,4 in n. Thus, for such n, we 
obtain a lower bound for 11 yn 11 of, for example, one half of the quantity (7). The quantity (7) 
can in turn be bounded below by 
Thus, since ;1 = 1 mkMk, we obtain the desired constant K’. 0 
According to Theorem 3.1, A(r) is the minimal integer 6 for which there exists 
a constant K > 0 with 11 y 11 < Kl(y)’ f or all y E r. The function I(y) depends on a choice of 
generators but, as we noted earlier, the distance functions associated to different choices of 
generating set are Lipschitz equivalent, hence A(r) is intrinsic to r E SI,(H). 
COROLLARY 3.2. For any jnitely generated unipotent group r c Sl,Z 
A(r) = max{rlN, . . . N, # 0;for some Ni + ZEr}. 
Thus A(r) measures the nilpotency of Z” as a module over the augmentation ideal of 7r. 
Remark. In this formulation finite generation is superfluous. 
Since the commensurable groups are quasi-isometric, Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 2.1 
guarantee that the following invariant is well-defined. 
DeJinition. Suppose that G c G/,(Z) is a finitely generated subgroup whose elements all 
have a power that is unipotent. We define 
A(G):= A(l-) 
where r g a,(Z) n G is unipotent and has finite index in G. 
The arguments which we shall give in Section 5 for obtaining lower bounds on Dehn 
functions rely upon the following refinement of Theorem 3.1 (ii). At this point it is necessary 
to keep track of the distinction between elements in the free monoid on X and the 
corresponding products in r. We shall refer to the former as words, typically denoted by 
w or v, denote their length by I w I and their image in r by W. By definition, a sujtix of a word 
w is a subword obtained by deleting some number of letters from the beginning (left) of w. 
THEOREM 3.3. Given I- and IZ as in Theorem 3.1 and an arbitrary integer k > 0, there exists 
a sequence of words {w,} in the free monoid on C with the following property: one can find 
constants a > 0 and K” > 0 such that I w1 1 < an and the image in S&,,(Z) of every st@x v c w, 
with Iw,I - Iv1 < kn satisfies I/VII 2 K”nh(rJ. 
Proof: The idea of the proof is simple: one makes CI so large that deleting a suffix of 
length < kn from w, (whose length is approximately an) has a negligible ffect on II tin I). The 
remainder of the proof is simply a matter of quantifying this approach. 
Let the integers mj and Mj be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. There was a great deal of 
freedom for our choice of PI,. . . , ps in that proof, since the only constraint on this choice was 
that each pi_ l/pi should be large, as quantified in terms of mj, Mj and I = A(r). In 
particular, we can replace the pi by Dpi for any integer D, and hence assume that each of the 
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pi is large with respect o k. As in Theorem 3.1, we consider 
now viewed as a word in the free monoid on C = (Xi>. Because ach p(j)k is greater than k, 
the suffixes u G w, which we must consider all have the form 
where t < kn. 
Recall that Xi = I + Ni in S&,(Z). Thus we have the following equation in S/,(Z) (cf. (1)): 
What remains is to expand the right-hand side and estimate the coefficients of summands 
15 = jjl41 ,oj . . . N$,;;, in the manner of Theorem 3.1. In the proof of Theorem 3.1 the coefficient 
of each such term was denoted /3(N), here we will denoted it P’(A). Similarly A’(q) and B’(q) 
are defined by collecting exactly those summands which defined A(q) and B(q), respectively, 
and n:(N) is defined in direct analogy to xi(R). 
When estimating IIUlj there are different cases to consider according to the value of p(1). 
We begin with the case p( 1) = pl. Notice that the coefficient of every term in the expansion 
of V is no larger than the corresponding coefficient in the expansion of yl. Thus the only 
difficulty lies with maintaining the lower bounds established in Theorem 3.1. 
If p1 is large compared to m, and k (as we have arranged) then 
mip, - k mlp, - k - 1 
2 P: 
ml ml - 1 
and for all integers t with 2 < t < ml 
Hence, 
mlpl - k - t 
ml - t 
2 Pl. 
if ml # 1 and k, ml are small with respect o pl. Hence for all t < kn and all N+ contributing 
to B(1) we have 
All subsequent bounds obtained in the proof of Theorem 3.1 for the coefficients B(N+) 
with N+ a summand of B(q), q > 1, and for 11 A(q)I\ with q > 1, are simply altered by 
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In particular, the comparisons (E,) remain valid with p(N+ ) and A(q) replaced by 
j?‘(R+) and A’(q). Thus, as in Theorem 3.1, we obtain a constant K” such that 
11 u 11 2 K”nAfr). This completes the case p(l) = pl . 
The general case p(l) = pi is entirely similar. The estimates for fi(N+ ),B(q) and A(q) 
that were obtained in Theorem 3.1 remain unaltered for q < i; thereafter the estimates are 
modified as in the case i = 1. 0 
4. COMBINGS AND UPPER BOUNDS ON DEHN FUNCTIONS 
In this section we use the study of geometrically defined normal forms for groups of the 
form Z” >Q F to obtain upper bounds on their Dehn functions. The bounds which we 
obtain are in fact valid for a much larger class of groups. 
We begin by defining combings. Let r be a fixed finitely generated group. A combing is 
simply a geometric view of a normal form for elements in a finitely generated group with 
respect to a fixed choice of generators. More precisely, given a finite set of semigroup 
generators JQ = SQ - ’ for the group G, a combing (r: G + d* is a section of the evaluation 
map, WHW, from the free monoid d* onto G. 
Consider the metric space (r, d), where d = d& is the word metric associated to d (see 
Section 2). Words WE&* can be viewed as eventually constant maps (discrete paths) 
IV + (r, d), given by t H W(t), where w(t) denotes the prefix of length t in w. This viewpoint 
leads to a natural notion of distance between words in d*, as described below. (There are 
technical reasons for allowing monotone reparametrisations rather than simply taking the 
uniform metric on paths.) Continuing in the same vein, it is useful to regard a combing as 
a collection of discrete paths in r; as such it has two natural dimensions, width and length. 
Definitions. Let 
R={p:N~~~p(O)=O;p(n+1)~{p(n),p(n)+l}Vn;punbounded}. 
Given eventually constant discrete paths p1,p2: N -+ (r, d) we define 
D(PI,P,) = ,yrR ye? (d(pl(p(t)),pz(p'(t)))} 
1 i I 
. 
Given a combing 0 : r + aI*, the asynchronous width of 0 is the function a,, : N + N defined 
by 
Q,(n) = max{ D(o,, 4 I 41, g),W, h) G n; 4s h) = 1) 
and the length L, : N + N of B is defined by 
L,(n) = max(la,lIW, 9) < n} 
where (w I denotes word length in the free monoid d*. 
Notation. One can view a semidirect product G z=ary H as the set G x H with the group 
operation (x, h)*(x’, h’) = (xY,(x’), hh’). It is often convenient to abuse notation to the 
extent of writing x instead of (x, 1) and h instead of (1, h) (in which case hxh-’ = Y,,(X)). 
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Notice that a choice of generators d* +G and W* --w H gives rise to a choice of 
generators (&Ha)* -n G >Q~ H by extension to the free monoid of the given maps a H a 
and b-8. 
We shall need the following result from Sections 3 and 4 of [6]. We recall that a group is 
said to be word-hyperbolic if it satisfies a linear isoperimetric inequality [ 151. This is a rich 
class of groups, which includes all metric small-cancellation groups and the fundamental 
group of any closed manifold of strictly negative curvature. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. If afinitely generated group I- is word-hyperbolic or abelian then (with 
respect to any finite generating set A$) there exists a geodesic combing ar :r + aI* with the 
following property. 
Let H be afInitely generated group and let Y: H + Aut(T) be a homomorphism. Suppose 
that there exists a combing oH : H --t a* w h ose asynchronous width is bounded by a constant. 
Then, the asynchronous width of the combing o: r xp H + (d US)* defined by 
cr(l,h,(e, 1, = ~$0: is also bounded by a constant. 
The following result, which is a special case of [S, Thm. 6.11, reduces the task of 
obtaining upper bounds on Dehn functions for groups of the form Z” ><I H to the task of 
estimating the length of the combings constructed in Proposition 4.1. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let G be a jnitely generated group which admits a combing cr : G + J&‘* 
whose asynchronous width is bounded by a constant. Then, the Dehn function of G satisfies 
f(k) < kL,(k). Moreover, f(k) =$ 2k no matter what the function L, may be. 
Our main interest in the following theorem lies with the case p = 1, which is the subject 
of Corollary 4.4. However, in support of the general case we note that there exist asyn- 
chronously automatic groups for which the shortest combing of finite asynchronous width 
has length L,,(k) N kd, where the integer d is arbitrary [8]. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let H be a finitely generated group which admits a combing an : H + 98’* 
whose asynchronous width is bounded by a constant and whose length satisfies L,“(k) < kP. If 
Y: H + Cl,(Z) is a homomorphism such that no element in the image of Y has an eigenvalue 
of absolute value greater than 1, then the Dehn function of G = Z” xy H satisjes 
f(k) 4 k 
max{h(imY)+l,p)+l 
We refer the reader to [l 1,2] for the definitions of an automatic and a semihyperbolic 
group. 
COROLLARY 4.4. Zf H is free, word-hyperbolic, automatic, or semihyperbolic, and the image 
of \Y: H + Cl,(Z) contains no element with an eigenvalue of absolute value greater than 1, 
then the Dehn function of G = Z”’ xy H satisfies f(k) < k2+A(imy). 
Proof The given hypotheses imply that H admits a combing crH whose length satisfies 
L,H(k) 4 k and whose asynchronous width is bounded by a constant. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.3. We shall show that under the hypotheses of the Theorem the 
length of the combing 0 yielded by Proposition 4.1 satisfies L,(k) < max(A(im Y) + 1, p}; 
according to Proposition 4.2 this is sufficient. 
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Let S$ be the standard choice of generators for h”, and let 99 and 0 be as in Proposition 
4.1. Every element of G = Z” >Q~ H can be written uniquely in the form g = h-x and 
og = ofof”. Let dZm, dG and dH denote the word metrics on Z”, G and H associated to the 
generating sets d, & u 9 and &?, respectively. We fix a choice of g = hx for the remainder 
of the proof. By our assumption on LO”, there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
[Ia; )I < CdH(l, h’)P for all KE H, and by our choice of generators, dH(l, h’) = dG(l, h’). 
Since cZm is geodesic, we have 
lugI = Ioft + ldrnl 
< Cd& h)P + d,m(l, x). 
Therefore, in order to complete the proof it suffices to show that dzm(l, x) is bounded by 
a polynomial in d&l, g) of degree A(im Y) + 1. For this, we fix a shortest word w. with 
6 = g. (Recall that W denotes the image in G of a word w E(& uSY)*.) Such a w. can be 
written uniquely in the form 
wo = v1u1v2u2 . . . v,u, 
with UiE &* and Uiea*. Notice that fliij = h. The minimality of Iwo1 implies that 
dc(l,g) = i d,(l, Ui) + i d,m(l, Vi). 
i=l i=l 
(8) 
Ifwelet Ui=Ui... u,, then in G we have the following equalities: 
= fi Yti,‘(Ui)a 
i=l 
In the following calculation the first line is simply the triangle inequality for dzm applied to 
the preceding identity; the second line comes from a comparison of the Ii and I, norms on 
Z” @ Iw; K in the third line is the constant given by Theorem 3.1(i); the fourth and fifth lines 
use (8). 
dzm(l, X) < i dzm(l, ‘I’ ii1 (Vi)) 
i=l 
< m 1 II YYU,’ II dzm(l, Gil 
i= 1 
< m 1 Kd,(l, Ui)A(imyY,d~~(l, Vi) 
i=l 
6 mKdG(l, g)“‘imy’ izl dzm(l, ui) 
< mKdG(l, g)“(imw’+l. 
Thus we have succeeded in obtaining the desired bound on d&l, x), and the resulting 
bound on L, completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 0 
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5. THE REQUIRED LOWER BOUNDS 
This section is entirely devoted to proving the following result which, in the light of the 
results in Sections 2 and 4, completes the proof of the Main Theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let f: N + N be the Dehn function for a jinite presentation of 
G = h” XI~ F, where F is a jnitely generated free group. 
(i) Zf there exists w E F such that Y(w) has an eigenualue p with 1,ul > 1 then f(n) 3 2”. 
(ii) Zf r = im Y is unipotent then f(n) 3 n2+A(r). 
Proof: We work with the presentation 
G = (e,,...,e,,t, ,...,tJtjeit,’ 
’ = +t,(ei), Cei, 4 = 1 Vi,j,k) 
where q denotes a fixed lift of ‘I’ to the free group on the ei. We identify Aut(H”) with 
GI,(Z) c Mat,(Z) via the choice of generators {ei}i and continue to denote the sup-norm 
on Mat,(Z) by 11.11. We shall denote by 11 . Ilrn the &-norm corresponding to the choice of 
generators (ci>i E Z” E R”. 
The proof is divided into three steps. In the first we establish the existence of (lots of) 
tj-corridors in Dehn diagrams for a certain class of null-homotopic words in 
({ci>i u { rj}j)*. In th e second and third stages of the proof we exploit the existence of these 
corridors in situations (i) and (ii) of the theorem. 
Step 1: Let rr : G -H F be the map obtained by killing the generators ei. Let %?c and %r 
denote the Cayley graphs of G and F with respect o the generating sets (ei}i u { tj>j and 
{tj}j, respectively. The map n sends adjacent vertices of 59, to vertices of %‘r that are 
a distance at most 1 apart, so we may extend rc linearly across the edges of %,-. We shall view 
71, extended in this way, as a generalised height function on Vc and shall refer to a directed 
edge of %?G whose initial and terminal vertices I, t satisfy ~(1) = U’E F and n(r) = u E F as 
being at n-level (u’, u). 
We wish to obtain lower bound on the area of (all) van Kampen diagrams 
A = A( W, n, e, , e_ ) for null-homotopic words of the form 
e”, We” W-‘e;” WeI” W-’ (*) 
where e, E {e, , . . , e,} and W is a cyclically reduced word in the free group on the tj. The 
reader may find it helpful to imagine 8A as an octagon with two horizontal sides (oriented 
left to right) labelled e’!+ , two vertical sides (oriented top to bottom) labelled eY, and with 
a basepoint marked at the bottom left-most vertex. We shall refer to the positively oriented 
subpaths of aA that correspond to the subwords W* 1 as the “sloping sides” of aA, and 
denote them by crl, g2, 03, 04, as listed in order proceeding in the positive (anticlockwise) 
direction from the basepoint. 
We claim that the ci lie entirely in the thick part of 8A (as defined in Section 1). In order 
to see that this is the case we focus our attention on a fixed directed edge &I c or oriented in 
the negative (clockwise) direction. Because W is a cyclically reduced word, there are 
precisely three other directed edges in 8A whose image in %?c is at the same n-level as el; one 
of these directed edges lies on each of the sloping sides 02, rr3, a4; let us denote them si g Oi. 
Notice that s2 and &4 are oriented in the positive (opposite to 8A) direction, while s3 is 
oriented in the negative direction. Thus, if s1 were in the thin part of 8A then (as an 
unoriented edge) it would have to coincide with either s2 or Ed. But such an identification 
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would yield a null-homotopic word implying that Y:‘(e) = 1 for some proper prefix or 
suffix u E w and some e E {e+ , e_ }, which is nonsense. 
Thus every edge in 8A that is labelled by a generator tj is in the thick part of aA. 
Therefore, by Lemma 1.1, there is a tj-corridor emanating from each ouch edge. Let &i CE oi 
be as above. The tj-corridor beginning at .sl must end at s2, .s3 or .s4, by Lemma 1.1(3). 
Because s3 is oriented in the negative direction, this corridor cannot end at s3, else we would 
have an embedding of a twisted band into a planar disc. Hence the tj-corridor from s1 must 
end at either s2 or s4. It follows (since tj-corridors cannot cross, Lemma 1.1(4)) that W can 
be written W = U V where the corridor beginning at each edge on the terminal segment of 
c1 corresponding to U ends on 02, while those corridors beginning at each edge on the 
initial segment of r.rl corresponding to V end on 04. This last observation is the key to the 
proof of the theorem. 
Step 2: We are now in a position to prove (i). If w E F has the property that some 
eigenvalue of ‘I”, has absolute value > 1, then so do all of its powers and conjugates. Hence 
we may restrict our attention to such a w which is represented by a cyclically reduced word 
in the tj. Then, for any nE N, W:= w2” is a reduced word of length 2n 1 w 1, so for any choice 
of e, , e_ the corresponding word (*) has length 4n(2 1 w 1 + 1). To complete the proof of(i) it 
suffices to bound the area of A, := A( W, n, e, , e_ ) below by an exponential function of n. 
We choose e+, e_ E 1 el ,...,e,} so that 
II~“w(e+)llm = IIWI and II~i3e-)ll, = IIY,Yll. 
In Step 1 we established the existence of a tj-corridor beginning at the nth edge of the 
first sloping side of ad,,. The top side of this corridor maps to a path at z-level w” in %?o, and 
this path connects elements which differ by right multiplication by a word in the ei that 
represents Y”,(e”,) (if the corridor ends on CT~) or Y;“(e”) (if the corridor ends on e2). 
Recall (Section 1) that the area of a tj-corridor is equal to the number of edges on its top 
side, so in either of the above cases the corridor beginning at the (n - 1)st edge of ol has 
area at least 
We chose w so that II Y ,i” II grows exponentially with n, thus we have established the desired 
lower bound on the area of A,. 
Step 3. Now we consider the case G = Z” ZQ~ F with im(Y) E S&,,(Z) unipotent. The 
case F = Z was dealt with in [9], so we assume that F = F(t,, . . ., tP) is non-abelian, i.e. 
p 2 2. Because im(Y) is a nilpotent group, it does not contain a non-abelian free group, so 
there exists a non-trivial cyclically reduced word u E ker Y’. 
As semigroup generators for I = im Y we choose { Xf ’ } := { YY,: ’ I Y’,, # I}. Thus the 
free group on the Xj can be identified with the subgroup of F generated by those tj for which 
Y’,, # I. In particular, given k > 0, Theorem 3.3 yields reduced words w, = t$, . . . t$) E F of 
length less than an (where tl is a constant independent of n) with ql > kn, and with the 
property that every suffix v E w, with Iv( > I w,I - kn satisfies 11 Yv II > K”n”(r). 
We fix k > max { /u 1, 1 + m} (where m is as in the definition of G). By definition, u E ker Y 
whereas tfo, 4 ker Y if p # 0 (because im(Y) is torsion free). In particular, u does not belong 
to the cyclic subgroup generated by tj(r). Hence, for every n > 0, the reduced word that 
represents w; ’ uw, in F has the form 
where ql - q; < k, q, - q:1 < k, and u’ is a non-empty subword of u. For convenience, we 
rewrite W, as v.; : u’vn, 2. Notice that (at least) the first I w,I - IuI suffixes of vn, 1 E w, are 
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equal to the corresponding suffixes of v,, z and that each of the first (k - 1)n of these suffixes 
u satisfy (u( 2 Iw,\ - kn, so ((Y’,\I 2 K”n *(‘) Furthermore, because we chose k > 1 + m, . 
there exists e. E {e,, . . . , e,} such that for at least n of these (k - l)n suffixes u we have 
II y’, II = II ‘f”,(eo) IIcm. Thus 
OF9 )l Y’,(eo) ll a, 2 nK”rPn = K”nA(r)+l 
where 9’ denotes the set of the first (k - 1)n suffixes of v,, 1 that agree with the correspond- 
ing suffixes of v,, 2. 
The final part of the proof involves applying Step 1 to an arbitrary van Kampen 
diagram An = A( W,,, n, eo, eo) for the null-homotopic word 
Let g,,, 1 and (T,,~ denote the initial and terminal segments of the first sloping side of JA that 
correspond to the subwords 0”:: G W, and u n, 2 z W,, respectively. The final conclusion of 
Step 1 implies that either each of the tj-corridors beginning on o,,, 1 ends on cr4 (the fourth 
sloping side of aA,) or else each of the tj-corridors beginning on 6,. 2 ends on g2 (the second 
sloping side of aA,). In either case, for every v E 9 we obtain a tj-corridor whose top side is 
labelled by a word in the ei which is equal to Y,(et). Hence the sum of the areas of these 
corridors is bounded below by 
U;9 II Y’,(G) Ilm = n u;9 II Y’,(e0) II m 
2 K~~nAO-)+ 2. 
The resulting lower bound on the area of A, completes the proof of Theorem 5.1 (ii) and 
hence that of the Main Theorem. 0 
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